POWER SHUT DOWN- RIBANDAR

Panaji : March 2, 2020
Phalguna 12, 1941

A power shut down has been arranged on March 3, 2020 on account of preventive maintenance on 11 KV Ribandar feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Hoble Restaurant, Ribandar Patto, Raj Excellancy Khornawada, Sinari Apartments, Kofribhat, Ajuda Church, Hotel Shaurya, Chandradeep Apartments, Manaswada, Vastu Heritage, Serenity Avenue, Milroc, Bal Bharti School, Methodist Church, Karekar Residency, Vastu Hanging Gardens, Mandela Heights, Sequeira Enclave, Sea View Residency, River View Park, Babu Nagar, Chodan Ferry, Fondvem upto Badminton Court and Surrounding Areas.
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